
Abstract

Name  of  thesis:  Diagnostic  and  therapeutic  ways  of  visualization  methods

in occupational therapy. Use of art therapy and  the KAWA model.

The aim: The aim of the theses is to compare both visual conceptions – art therapy and

the Kawa model – on the theme of a river, to check possibilities and risks of the use

of both techniques in occupational therapy on the territory of the Czech Republic, and to

try joining these two concepts into the one therapeutic method.

Methods: The  theoretical  part  deals  with  the  dynamics  of  the  psyche  and  other

performance  determinants,  theoretical  background  of  methods,  their  use  and  the

explanation of semiotics and psychological symbolism. The practical part presents case

interpretations  of  several  people  with  different  diagnosis  in  order  to  verify  the

applicability  of  both  methods  in  praxes  as  well  as  the  suitability  to  connect  them

to a common concept of work with a patient. 

Results: I found out that art therapy with its river theme and the Kawa model are deeply

connected  throughout  the  dynamics  of  the  psyche.  Art  therapy offers  more  options

to look for behaviour motives, the Kawa model is well applied even without a deep

knowledge of symbolism and therefore can be well  comprehensible.  Alongside both

methods are addressed to different parts of the psyche and, most likely, brain centres

and hemisphere parts  cooperate  in different ways.  Art therapy mostly uses the right

hemisphere,  the  Kawa  model  both.  The  Kawa  model  is  much  more  demanding

on cognitive  functions  then  art  therapy  and  it’s  not  applicable  without  the  ability

to classify. The joint concept allows working in a comprehensive way even with the so

far unconscious determinant and therefore offers a new chance to look at any patient’s

life  change  like  injury  or  disease.  Together  a  diagnostic  concept  appears  with  its

particular parts that can also be used in therapy. The huge limit of this conception is its

theoretical difficulty and time-consumption.
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